
 

 

In Review 
The third quarter is over – thankfully.  The S&P 500 declined 5.3% in the quarter and the NASDAQ did even 
worse.  The Fed raised rates by 0.75 percentage points twice in the quarter to bring the Fed Funds rate to 
3%.  It’s easy to forget that these same rates were effectively at zero as recently as the first quarter of 
2022.  Oh, and they’re not done.  The current consensus has the Fed raising rates another 0.75 percentage 
point in November with a year-end follow on of another half point.  This should bring the Fed Funds to well 
over 4% and higher as deemed necessary to tame inflation. 
  
This isn’t a return to the Paul Volker era of 1980 when Fed Funds levels reached over 20%, but you’d best 
believe that this Fed is serious about containing inflation.  It’s fair to ask, “Why the focus on the Fed and 
inflation?”  One simple answer is inflationary expectations can quickly become embedded into the 
economy.  Eleven percent food inflation, 25% gasoline inflation, and 6% housing inflation year-over-year are 
unsustainable.  Another answer is both stocks and bonds are priced off of the Fed Funds rate and expectations 
of future Fed actions.  The stock market and the bond mark are currently laser focused on monetary 
policy.  Restrictive Fed policy can and will slow down the rate of economic growth and if overly aggressive, or 
inflation remains stubborn, can lead to recession. 
  
Clearly, there are other factors to these malign market conditions.  Russia, geopolitical turmoil, lingering supply 
chain issues, FX headwinds, reduced wealth effect, and China’s slowing growth because of its zero covid policy, 
all merit attention. 
  

The Forward Look 
 The past is simply history.  What’s more important is the future and how we navigate through the evident risks 
and opportunities as green shoots begin to emerge.   
  
Third quarter reporting begins in earnest the week of October 10.  Banks come first towards the end of the 
week.  The economy will factor prominently.  We’ll listen to the calls for commentary about loan loss reserves, 
volatility in capital markets and growth projections (or lack thereof).  Historically, banks do okay in periods of 
rising interest rates because spreads typically widen, and banks earn more on their loan portfolios and cash 
holdings.  This quarter may be different since the yield curve is inverted and higher interest rates have led to a 
slowdown in lending.  Energy companies will lead for obvious reasons, thanks in no small part to Saudi Arabia 
and the war in Ukraine. 
  
Overall, FactSet projects revenues in the quarter just ended to increase over 8% year over year while earnings 
growth is expected to be only 2.3%.  Still, that’s year over year growth.  Perhaps not robust growth, but growth 
nonetheless, off of difficult 2021 Q3 comparisons.  As we write this (10/6/22), the calendar year 2023 earnings 
growth estimate is 8.1% which seems too high given the macro-economic outlook. 

  
Individual stock growth estimates have fallen sharply across the board.  Stock analysts are typically bottom-up 
and see macro correlation too late.  The horse has not only left the barn but is well into the next county.  As 
discussed earlier, this is a macro driven market.  With the exception of traditional energy in this cycle, 
everything correlates. 
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 There is some good news, however.  The S&P 500 price earnings multiple has dropped from 21.2X at the 
beginning of the year to 16.1X.  All of that drop is from the numerator (price), not the denominator 
(earnings).  Stocks have gotten cheaper while earnings continue to grow.  Ed Yardeni, an economist we follow, 
has termed this a growth recession. 
  
Fixed income is back in our crosshairs as interest rates have returned to levels not seen since the early 
2000’s.  We think the Fed will be successful in taming inflation.  We think it may take two to three more 
meetings before we see the CPI and PPI numbers meaningfully moderate.  We think a safe strategy is a one-to-
three-year ladder of high-quality notes and bonds to lock in relatively high current rates.  If rates continue to 
climb, we will roll out our maturities as early maturities come due.  Bond prices should improve before 
stocks.  Historically, that has proven true.  We think bonds are getting very close to a bottom. 
  
In a policy driven bear market, there is a two-step process with stocks.  First, stocks sell off well in advance of 
concrete evidence of an economic slowdown or declining earnings.  Then, there’s a downgrading of 
earnings.  We’re in step two now.  Bonds, by contrast, have a more linear process.  Interest rates rapidly adjust 
to their ultimate destination and the bear market ends.   
  
The stock market won’t wait around for the bond market to hit its ultimate bottom.  It will look out six to nine 
months and anticipate recovery with anecdotal evidence. 
  
We may not yet be at a bottom in either the stock or bond markets, but we think we’re awfully close in both 
cases with bonds representing better risk/reward.  We’re now committing fresh money to the bond market 
while waiting and watching for early signs of recovery in stocks.  With the stock market, we may very well see 
individual companies and sectors that have been the hardest hit (information technology, biotech, medical 
technology, semiconductors, and equipment) lead the market into economic recovery. 
  

Closing Remarks 
Since writing the body of this note late last week, we’ve seen 3Q22 analyst earnings projections decline by 
7%.  With falling forecasts, a substantial percentage of companies should beat these revised 
expectations.  Although it’s early in earnings season, 70% (14 of 20) of early reporters topped expectations. 
  
We’ve clearly been through, what we see as, the worst of this bear market.  We’re resolute in maintaining 
positions in great companies so that we fully benefit from the recovery. 
  
We appreciate the trust that you’ve placed in us. 
  
Regards, 

Ken & Michelle 
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